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Off-campus students can apply for aid

by Terry Keesey
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame students living off-campus
may apply for food stamps provided
they meet normal federal requirements.

Arthur Kopec, director of the food stamp
program for St. Joseph County, pointed
out that students of limited means and
income can apply to the food stamp
division in South Bend for financial help
to pay for food.

Kopec said, "They treat the student no
differently from anybody else." Kopec said.
"They meet the same criteria as anyone else."

To qualify for the program a household
of students must possess assets not ex­ceeding $1500. The income of the
household must not exceed the monthly
limit set by the federal government for a
given number of individuals in the
household. For example, the maximum
monthly income for a household of two is
$240. The limit for a household of four is
$387.

Kopec warned that students must be
able to verify their need for the funds. Once
the students have certified their financial
need with one of Kopec's eight case
workers, the food stamp agency contacts
the parents of the students. The parents
are asked about their contribution to the
support of the students.

If this notarized parental statement
verifies the need of the student, the
household is eligible for food stamps.

Kopec, a 1967 Notre Dame graduate,
noted that already this year seven or eight
students have applied for food stamps
because parents have either failed to
verify the students' assets or agreed to
fund the students' expenses. He warned
that applicants face prosecution if they falsely
report their funds.

"We would like the students to be honest," said Kopec. "This is a federal program. If they don't give us correct
information, they can be prosecuted for
fraud by the local prosecutor."

Kopec emphasized that only off-campus students could be eligible for food stamps.

Individuals residing in dormitories,
boarding houses, or hotels do not qualify.

Last year Kopec estimates that about
150 Notre Dame students were certified to
receive food stamps. Figures for this year
were not available.

When asked if he thought students
should be prohibited from receiving food
stamps, Kopec declined to comment. He
did wish to see the program limited to
married students only.

Fr. James Shills, director of off-campus
residence, expressed similar sentiments.
However, he believes that if the student
truly needs food stamps, he should have
them.

"Married students are frequently in
need of food stamp support and there may
be some unmarried students, I don't
know," said Shills. "If there are some
unmarried students, they must truly
qualify as indigent to qualify for the
program."

Whereabouts of Barnard still unknown

Electronic origination: 2:04 p.m.

Chicago Police said Barnard purchased two tickets
to Colorado Springs on Continental Flight No. 29.
Barnard, however, may have never gone to Colorado
Springs. An FBI official in Denver told the Observer
that, contrary to earlier reports, there has been no
indication yet that Barnard landed at Peterson Field in
Colorado Springs or that he even flew through the
state.

An FBI spokesman in Indianapolis stated; "We don't
know where he's at yet. There were two plane tickets
purchased, but we don't know if Barnard was on the
plane. That's what we're in the process of in­vestigating right now."

The Indianapolis branch of the FBI, according to the
spokesman, is the controlling office in this in­vestigation.
The offices in South Bend, Chicago, Denver, Colorado
Springs, and Los Angeles are also carrying out investiga­tions, a FBI source said.

None of these offices, however, would reveal any
detail information. FBI policy forbids the release of
information concerning an investigation while the
investigation is still pending.

According to a UPI release, officials indicated that
there was some chance the kidnapping was a hoax, but
they were proceeding on the assumption that it was
real. It also stated that Barnard apparently had no
personal or school problems and that officials are
wondering how he found time to write the note.

FBI officials said they have not received any com­munication from or about Barnard but refused to
comment on whether his wife or family had been
notified.

Barnard's wife, Nancy, 23, refused to comment on
her husband's apparent abduction. She is residing at
home with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Payant, who
arrived from Green Bay, Wisconsin, early Wednesday
morning and with Mr. and Mrs. Barnard, also from
Green Bay, who arrived yesterday afternoon. Mrs.
Payant says her daughter is calm and collected but does
not wish to issue any statements.

Barnard, a native of Green Bay and a graduate of the
University of Wisconsin, entered Notre Dame this fall
as a graduate in the MBA program. For the last month
he has been assisting Professor John Beverly and
Professor Yeandel with their computerwork.

Both professors have a high opinion of him.
Beverly stated, "Tom is a very bright, friendly, outgoing
youngster. He is energetic and extremely capable. He
is also quite well adjusted and always seemed happy."

He added, "I like him very much and all those who
know him like him."

Yeandel described Tom as an extremely competent
student with a "very good head and a keen, sharp
mind."

Colleagues have been整车 food stam ps because
they believe that Tom is "completely open, very friendly,
and very personable."

Both professors said they already miss Tom.
Beverly summed up the situation well: "This is one of
those things where you just sit at the edge of your chair
and hope for the best. We all hope everything works
out all right."
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briefs

New Orleans--District Attorney Jim Garrison and two amusement company executives were found innocent Thursday of taking bribes to protect the city's pinball industry. Garrison said later the trial was only the beginning of Justice Department harassment against him due to his criticism of the federal government and contention that former President John F. Kennedy was killed as a result of a conspiracy.

Washington--The House Ways and Means Committee approved legislation Thursday granting President Nixon broad powers to negotiate new trade agreements, but tying his hands in dealing with Communist countries until they liberalize their emigration policies.

Washington--The administration's military program had its second close call in as many days Thursday as the Senate defeated an effort to slow down the Trident submarine project by a mere two votes. Still another test was on tap—a new effort to reduce U.S. troop strength overseas.

Chicago--Teacher arrests in Highland, Ind., and defiance of a court order in Detroit Thursday marked continued wrangling over contracts between teachers and schools that kept about 350,000 children out of school across the nation.

Agnew sets plans of 'no resignation'

NEW YORK (UPI)—Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has told friends any hope he may have had for the presidency in 1976 "is over now" but that he will not resign his office even if indicted in Maryland, The New York Times reported today.

"He has been destroyed politically and knows it," Times writer James Reston reported, "but he will not go quietly, for that would look like a confession of guilt and that, he insists, is a confession he will never make."

Reston said Agnew does not intend to resign the vice presidency "even if he is indicted by the Baltimore grand jury, but to fight for exoneration through the courts and keep appealing to the House of Representatives for a full and open hearing, no matter how long it takes."

"He concedes," the Times said, "that it was common practice in Maryland and elsewhere to solicit campaign funds from contractors and give government contracts to people who contributed to the party in power, if they had ability to do the job. He feels this was standard practice with his predecessors in Maryland and his successors but it was not evidence of corruption."

It said Agnew does not know the nature of the evidence against him in Maryland.

The Times said Agnew "insists" that it was the Justice Department—not him—that initiated "plea bargaining" in the case. He was invited to plead guilty to some charges but felt there could be "no compromise."

The newspaper said he "is obviously angry" at Henry Peterson, assistant attorney general in charge of the Justice Department's Criminal Division. He feels that the Justice Department is on the defensive because it failed to find evidence in the Watergate case that the Senate Watergate Committee is reviewing.

Frisbee Fly-In contest to be sponsored

by Kit Baron
Staff Reporter

WRBR's first Great Frisbee Fly-In Contest will begin at 2 p.m., Sunday, September 30, at the Town & Country Ay-Away's parking lot. Anticipating a large crowd from the Michiana area, WRBR approximates the contest to last three hours.

Frisbee, trophies, and record albums are among the prizes to be awarded to the winners of the various frisbee events. Events include: Guts Frisbee, Ultimate Frisbee, and the Individual Competition Category which consists of Accuracy, Distance and LTA (Longest Time Aloft) throws.

"If Sunday turns out to be the success we expect it to be," stated one WRBR representative, "we will make the frisbee contest an annual event."

on campus today

1:35 pm. lecture, "mechanisms of deformation in the hot working of metals"; dr. H. L. McQueen, rm 5 engineering bldg.
4:30 pm. colloquium, number theory, george cooke, room 213 math bldg.
5:00 p.m. mass and dinner, bulla shed
7:30 p.m. meeting, sailing club, regatta preparation, engineering aud.
7:30 and 10 p.m. film, the love Machine, auditing engineering aud.
8 p.m. square dance, zahm and farley, grace hall, cce.
8:30 p.m. - meeting, cila, followed by wine and cheese, grace hall chapel.
9:30 p.m. - coffeehouse, ssm coffeehouse, lower level cafeteria.
10:00 a.m. - lecture, non-authoritarian approaches to discipline, carroll hall, ssm.
12:00 p.m. - rugby, ml vs. iowa state, stepan fields.
7 and 9 p.m. - film, me natalie, ssm little theatre.
8 & 10 p.m. - film, red desert, engineering aud.

*Student Billing Card
The time is NOW!
There is no standing in line!
There is no extra charge!

With a Student Billing Card, residence hall people may make long distance telephone calls with the privacy of their own room phones and get an individual bill once a month.

And you can take advantage of Direct Distance Dialing...the modern way to call long distance, within your dorm or off campus.

We'll mail you a Student Billing Card, if you'll call 234-5088. Or you can drop in at our Business Office at 925 S. Main Street. Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Security: comparable to size

by Gary Allietta
Staff Reporter

Third of three parts

How does Notre Dame security stack up against that of other schools?

Compared with the other colleges surveyed, ND ranks as a small school, but is staffed and equipped comparably to schools twice our size.

For instance, Ball State, with a total enrollment of 18,000, has a force of 34 people including radio dispatchers. Notre Dame has about 8500 students and a security department of 32, including dispatchers and gate guards.

Western Michigan has a seven-vehicle motor squad to patrol their 20,000 student campus. This ratio is comparable to our three car unit, 8500 student campus.

However, Western's campus is open and in the heart of Kalamazoo, while Notre Dame has a closed, out-of-town campus.

There are differences, however, which highlight the fact that ND is a private school. Arthur Pears, security director, has followed the lead of many other colleges in having his patrolmen sworn in as deputies of the county. Yet one of the men on each shift, the sergeant, carries a firearm while at other schools, all officers carry guns.

Yearly, our security receives about $325,000. Ohio State, a 32,000-student operation, receives as large a sum, receives $1 million, only three times as much.

Pears, at 58, carries a record similar to most other campus police chiefs. He spent 30 years on the Niles police force, 15 as chief. He is a graduate of the FBI Academy, and is past president of the International Association of Chiefs of Police.

Pears: ‘all is for the students’ benefit’

How does campus security work?

The campus is divided into two regions, the inner perimeter and the outer perimeter. At each shift, the perimeter are patrolled separately by units assigned specifically to area. One car and several foot patrolmen watch the inner perimeter and are responsible for locking certain buildings, depending on the shift. Each area is to be checked a specified number of times each hour. Another vehicle and occasional foot patrol unit cover the outer perimeter with similar responsibilities. The third vehicle, an ambulance, is used for guard duty when necessary, but usually stays in for emergency use.

for the police. Pears noted that bike thefts were the most prevalent crimes on campus. He added that as of Monday, only 366 bikes had been reported.

Money collected at the registration goes to an agency which enters the bike numbers into a national computer system. All bikes recovered are checked through the computer to see if they are registered and then returned to the owner if they are.

Pears felt that drug abuse on campus was minimal. What few cases the department handles are sent to the dean of students. Nonstudent drug violators are handled over to the city prosecutor.

Pears' philosophy about his job is that "all we do is for the students' benefit. If it were not for the students, we wouldn't be here." Prevention is the key to the security method of protection. Among department suggestions for a safer campus were cardex locks on certain halls, better lighting certain areas, and student cooperation. Students can help by locking doors and recording serial numbers of valuable articles, Pears added.

In dealing with young people, the overall problems are the same, Pears noted. Use of alcohol is no worse here than in other schools, and most other offenses are the same. If anything, Notre Dame has a closer campus community than a lot of other universities, he said.

A college police department's biggest problem is the image it has in the student's eyes. Pears knows that the average student does not think of the force. "You can't give a student a citation and expect to be called nice guys," he said.

He feels that by using more students on the force, more people will learn what the other side of the story is. However, because of the positions needed to be filled and the student absence rate during vacations, student employment is not presently feasible. Pears hopes to use a greater number of students in the future, though.

Opinions

How do students feel about campus security?

Generally, the attitude is not one of esteem. Traffic seems to be the largest area of disfavor and the gates are the biggest problem.

One female law student felt that off-campus guys should be allowed on campus to pick up their dates in the evening. She said it just doesn't feel right to say "I'll meet you in the library."

Mike Kemp, a senior from Dillon, also feels that access to campus should be easier. His main complaint, though, was that

Student: 'I'm treated as an undesirable'
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In the shadows exists sailing

by Bruce Marek

In the shadows of the Golden Dome practices one of the least known teams at Notre Dame. The field of play isn't the famous football stadium that holds 60,000 excited fans watching the Notre Dame football team and all of its traditions. It is also not the ACC where the basketball team beat undefeated UCLA in 1971, or where coach Terry Mathers' wrestlers went undefeated at home during the 71-72 season. According to last year's yearbook, this place is probably best known for harboring our ducks. It is St. Joe Lake-an object for joggers to run around, a place for lovers on a romantic moonlight walk. The Observer, in a picture story entitled "The Notre Dame You Never Knew" showed its historical landmark, the boathouse. The lake, the boathouse, and the shadow of the Golden Dome hold in obscurity the history of the Notre Dame Sailing Team-26 years of it.

Twenty-six years-you would think that in that amount of time you've got a few stories. But not so. The Notre Dame Sailing Team is probably the most forgotten team under the shadow of the Gold Dome sailing.
Abortion: Topic of two-day conference

by Claude Devaney
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Law Professor Charles Rice called abortion "killing for convenience." San Francisco Attorney Floryncz Kennedy said, "It was for a woman to decide if she wanted to have an abortion."

These differing views came at a session of the two-day conference, "Government, the Family and Abortion" which is being held at the Center for Continuing Education, Wednesday and Thursday. The participants in this session, attorneys were Charles Rice, professor at Notre Dame Law School, and Roger Ducomb, ranking member of the Indiana House Committee on Human Affairs.

Opening his remarks, Rice said, "The life of the child is the highest interest that can be protected by the law." He stated that the right to life was extended to all human beings. The 14th amendment guarantees the right to life and to equal protection of the law to all persons. Therefore, he said, all human beings should be persons.

But the Supreme Court changed this in its Jan. 22 ruling. The court did not give the benefit of the doubt to the child in the womb, according to Rice. The Court said, whether or not the fetus is a human being the fetus is not a person. What the court did according to Rice, was to reintroduce the Dred Scott decision which said the descendants of slaves were not persons.

Rice said, "What we are talking about is whether to legalize the killing of innocent human beings," if you don't believe they are human beings at least give them the benefit of the doubt.

Kennedy talked about abortion in regard to women's rights. She said, "The name of the game is C.O.N., control of niggers." Nigger means anyone who can be controlled, whether they were black, women or anyone else.

"Control is what it's all about," she said. "There is a great deal of determination to control women. She said a woman should be free to choose whether she wants to have an abortion.

Kennedy also said, "We don't care about life in this country?" If Americans cared about life then why weren't cars made safer, and why was there so much smoking.

She attacked the "Right to Life" organization as being hypocritical. If the "Right to Life" was a realistic name, she asked, then why didn't they care about the soldiers in Vietnam and all the innocent people who were killed over there.

A more appropriate name, according to Kennedy, would be "Friends of the Fetus" since that was what they wanted to have an abortion.

"There isn't any real concern for the-life except when it is a convenient aspect of the C.O.N. game." Indiana Ninth District Legislator Roger Ducomb spoke on the abortion issue in relation to Indiana state law.

In regard to where an abortion should be performed, the Supreme Court said the state could not interfere in the first trimester, that it was up to the physician. Duncom said Indiana requires that an abortion must be performed in a hospital during the second and third trimesters of pregnancy.

A written consent must be signed by the mother 24 hours before the operation. If the mother is under 18 years old, it must be signed by a parent or guardian.

A requirement of the husband's consent was defeated by the legislature. Ducomb also pointed out that effective January 1, 1974, the state law will prohibit Medicare from paying for an abortion.

Applications are now being accepted for the position of Observer features editor. Please submit resume and applicable portfolios to Jerry Lutkus, Box Q or come to the office by Friday afternoon.

Start your weekend at . . .

Bulla Shed
(Corner of Bulla and Juniper
across from Grace Tower)

Love tap.

From one beer lover to another.
Black student convention held

The Black Student Convention convened at 9:00 a.m., September 15, in the LaFortune Student Center. Approximately 60 black students attended the all-day convention.

The design of the convention allowed recommendation forms that were led by students who met and discussed each catalytic paper that was presented. The convention was a working convention that allowed recommendations and needs reflective of the community to evolve out of the small group. Some of the recommendations were: more extra-curricular activities for minority students, a list of community resources to be developed, black student assembly, monthly activity calendar, greater communication, life-long learning workshops, and an evaluative system of courses by seniors.

Perhaps one of the most salient issues to evolve out of the convention was the concern over campus security. The question was raised "do any officers wear weapons?" If so, what action can be taken to have any officer disarm on this campus.

Some concerns centered around poor campus security-black student relationships. One recommendation was that all campus security be required to engage in some human relations training to learn how to better communicate with minority students and students in general. Hopefully, such training would increase the sensitivity of the campus security and improve campus security-black student relationships. The general mode of the group was that while the majority of the security guards do a good job, there is that minority that cause the community to generalize about the total security force.

Some attention focused on the March 21, 1973 edition of the Observer article "Security Stops Black Burglary." The black community was described just as concerned about crime and violence as any group in the University society. Such descriptive identification of "blacks" some four times in the article will only serve to increase the stress and anxiety in the community, the convention decided.

Applications for Rome still being accepted

by Judy Peterson
Staff Reporter

Second semester applications for the Rome program are being accepted until October 15. Forms are available from Sister M. Alma Peter, Coordinator of Off-Campus Programs in Room 115, LeMans Hall.

There are 15 openings left for the second semester, with 10 places already filled.

To be eligible students must have a 3.0 g.p.a. for the first semester and a "B" grade or better and must have achieved sophomore status.

The SMC sponsored program was initiated in September, 1970. Since then 220 students from the two campuses participating, Sister Alma regards the program as being "highly successful."

The convention was summed up in the words of a freshman participant, "The convention allowed me to meet new people and no longer feel isolated and develop a sense of intimacy."

The convention ended with a social hour from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Approximately 200 Notre Dame and St. Mary's black students were in attendance.

Students travel extensively throughout the year. Wednesday's are set aside for school-sponsored trips with week-ends and vacation travel left open to the students choosing. Leslie Celia, a junior at SMC, recommends the Rome program "as a chance to get out of the closed college community and into the world independently."
Fill 'er Up

Gas stations across the country are closing up their pumps in protest against the freeze on retail gasoline prices and Indiana has become part of the move.

If you are going to Purdue this weekend, be warned. Reports coming from West Lafayette indicate that stations there have already begun closing, and the strike should begin affecting a large number of area stations today.

Gasoline station operators across the nation began a move towards shutting down their pumps prior to the Labor Day weekend earlier this month. The threat was so serious that AAA issued official warnings to all its members alerting them of the possible shut-down.

This time the threat seems much more likely of becoming widespread reality. One area service station operator estimated that 75 per cent of the area's gasoline facilities could be shut down over the removal of price freezes on almost every other product on the American market, petroleum dealers continue to be restricted in their attempts to meet rising expenses.

Legitimate or not, however, their gripe is being reinforced with some pretty strong action. The Senator who is prevented from travelling because of a lack of fuel would seem to become much more sympathetic to the cause of the station operator.

And unfortunately, the Senators aren't the only Americans affected by the shut-down.

So if you're traveling this weekend, be sure your car is equipped for a round trip. The natives in West Lafayette could well frown upon long-staying Irish who play good football.

-Jerry Lutkus

---

While at a north quad party last weekend, I overheard the following conversation between, what seemed a typical male student and, what seemed a typical co-ed. Because the party also seemed typical, the thought occurred to me that I would be doing the freshmen and transfer students of our community a great service copying down what I overheard. What seemed even a better idea was to delete key names and phrases to allow students to add whatever would be appropriate to themselves. So, without further adieu, I present the following as a public service to the student body of Notre Dame and St. Mary's.

Fill in the blanks with appropriate answer.

GUY-Hi! How are you?
CHIC-Pretty good
GUY-My name is (name).
CHIC-Oh! My name is (name).
GUY-What's your major?
CHIC-(major).
GUY-That's cool. I almost went into that, I'm in (major).
SILENCE

GUY-What hall are you in?
CHIC-(name of hall)
GUY-So you're from (ND or SMC). Do you know (name of chic)?
CHIC-No.
GUY-How about (name of another chic)?
CHIC-No.
GUY-Hmm. How about (name of another chic)?
CHIC-Yeah! She lives down the hall from me.
GUY-That's really cool. So (name of another chic, above) lives down the hall from me.
CHIC-Yep. So, what year are you?
GUY-(year at school). (If not older than chic, expect conversation to end quickly.)
SILENCE

GUY-Where are you from?
CHIC-(name of state or large, major city).
GUY-Hey! I know someone from (name of state or large, major city. See above.) Do you know (name)?
CHIC-No.
SILENCE

GUY-Can I get you something to drink?
CHIC-Do they have (name of soft drink, i.e. Coke)?
GUY-I'll go check. (Later.) I got you a (name of beer, i.e. Bud). They didn't have any (name of soft drink, i.e. Coke).
CHIC-Thanks, but I don't drink beer.
SILENCE

GUY-I think I've seen you around campus before. What classes do you have?
CHIC-(list of classes).
GUY-You're in my (class) lecture hall! I knew I'd seen you before. Did you do the assignment due after Thanksgiving, yet?
CHIC-Yeah. I finished it last week.
GUY-Oh! I haven't even started yet.
SILENCE

GUY-Did you go to the concert last weekend?
CHIC-Yeah.
GUY-What did you think of it? I heard they were pretty good.
CHIC-They were all right.
GUY-Who's your favorite group?
CHIC-Chicago.
GUY-Really? I know one of the members of the group.
CHIC-Far out! Who?
GUY-The (one of the musicians, i.e. the drummer).
CHIC-What's his name?
GUY-I can't remember. I met him a long time ago.
CHIC-Oh!
SILENCE

CHIC-Do you play any sports?
GUY-No. (Or "yes" if you count round-ball at Stepan a sport).
CHIC-Well, it looks like my friends are leaving now, so I better get going. It's been nice meeting you.
GUY-Yeah. Say, maybe I'll give you a call this week, okay?
CHIC-Well, I'm going to be at the library and my roommate goes to bed early, so you better not. I'll probably see you in class.
GUY-Well, yeah. Take it easy.
CHIC-Say, you wouldn't happen to know where Morrissey is, would you?
Letters To A Lonely God
the sacrament of being a child

reverend robert griffin

This is an article that has long been brewing in my meager mind. If not because of the times in the world, then particularly the times here at Notre Dame. The times, of course, and the subject is women. I would love to write about women more, but I figured that after reading a week of "Well, here we are back at Notre Dame - blah, blah, blah," it was time to offer something other than idle musings and turn out diary pages. This may not be the place to send all your hate mail care of The Observer.

Never before this summer was I aware that we had a God who lived in our midst. My eyes were opened to copies of Ms. magazine and various other feminist publications, nothing if not to much my shame as a member of the male gender. This is from the beginning of the month. From the first occurrence of this title: this is the first how much men have suppressed, abused and subjugated women and this is an issue that has to be dealt with.

Before this summer I was aware that we had a God who lived in our midst. My eyes were opened to copies of Ms. magazine and various other feminist publications, nothing if not to much my shame as a member of the male gender. This is from the beginning of the month. From the first occurrence of this title: this is the first how much men have suppressed, abused and subjugated women and this is an issue that has to be dealt with.
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Never before this summer was I aware that we had a God who lived in our midst. My eyes were opened to copies of Ms. magazine and various other feminist publications, nothing if not to much my shame as a member of the male gender. This is from the beginning of the month. From the first occurrence of this title: this is the first how much men have suppressed, abused and subjugated women and this is an issue that has to be dealt with.

This is an article that has long been brewing in my meager mind. If not because of the times in the world, then particularly the times here at Notre Dame. The times, of course, and the subject is women. I would love to write about women more, but I figured that after reading a week of "Well, here we are back at Notre Dame - blah, blah, blah," it was time to offer something other than idle musings and turn out diary pages. This may not be the place to send all your hate mail care of The Observer.

Never before this summer was I aware that we had a God who lived in our midst. My eyes were opened to copies of Ms. magazine and various other feminist publications, nothing if not to much my shame as a member of the male gender. This is from the beginning of the month. From the first occurrence of this title: this is the first how much men have suppressed, abused and subjugated women and this is an issue that has to be dealt with.
Sailing is Notre Dame's unknown collegiate sport

(continued from page 3)

Sailing would be heard of. Notre Dame—one of the charter members of the new 42 school Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association—is a respected team in competition all over the country.

Its history isn’t really known even to its members—who keeps records of a sport called sailing? Recent history is all that is left.

Start with the end of one era, 1970. The name—Richie Doyle, Notre Dame’s unknown All-American. Believe it or not, sailing does have All-Americans, National Rankings, and National Championships. Only 14 sailors throughout the country are selected each year as All-Americans. Doyle made it in 1968, 1969 and in 1970. For 3 years he was racing team captain at Notre Dame. In 1968 he was commodore of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association. He led Notre Dame to the number one spot in the Midwest. Notre Dame was ranked 4th in the nation in 1970, though few realized it. Most notably, Doyle was named “College Sailor of the Year” for the country in 1970, from a school that doesn’t seem to know that sailing even exists.

1970 also saw Notre Dame as the Midwest representative in the Kennedy Cup, held in 44 yaws at Annapolis. Tim Flood skippered the Notre Dame team.

1971—A repeat by Flood in the Kennedy Cup. He was also elected as commodore of the MCSA. Notre Dame Football had its 4 Horsemen, the sailing team saw the beginning of 3 sophomores who were to become known as the Big 3—Will Donelan, George Gaw, and Kevin Hoyt. Hoyt and Gaw became racing team captain in successive years. All 3 eventually won the Notre Dame Yachstman of the Year Award.

Spring, 1973—the past—a good year. Notre Dame placed in the top 3 in all regattas except the one—one—Midwest Championships. Notre Dame sends one women’s team to Women’s Midwest Championships. They weren’t first, but what other sport at Notre Dame?

It’s girls compete intercollegiately both on the regular team and as a women’s team.

Fall, 1973—the present—same commodore, same captain, same lake, same team, same obscurity. Hopefully, it will be a past which can be remembered—one in which people will say they knew about the Notre Dame Sailing Team.

Spring, 1973—the past—a good year. Notre Dame placed in the top 3 in all regattas except the one—one—Midwest Championships. Notre Dame sends one women’s team to Women’s Midwest Championships. They weren’t first, but what other sport at Notre Dame?

New Rider of the Purple Sage

By ROBERT E. SULLIVAN

SANTIAGO (UPI) — Chile’s tough military junta executed a former mayor by firing squad Thursday and ordered another opponent put to death in crackdowns against supporters of ousted Marxist President Salvador Allende.

The newspaper La Segunda, in a report approved by military censors, said German Castro, former mayor of the city of Talca during Allende’s government, was executed for shooting at a policeman. The newspaper said Castro was put to death in Talca, 150 miles south of Santiago, by an Army firing squad.

A military court in Quillota, 80 miles north of Santiago, Thursday ordered a firing squad death for Teobaldo Saldivar on charges of attacking a police post Sept. 17. The court did not say when he would be put to death.

The four-man junta, which ousted President Salvador Allende in a military coup Sept. 11, has warned snipers they would be executed if caught.

(continued on page 11)

The Notre Dame Sailing Team does not have a coach, a public relations man or unlimited club funds. The team captain’s position is not one of glory. The captain must run practices, determine who will sail in the regattas, and motivate the team. He has to keep in touch with other schools, and try to have the best team possible to represent Notre Dame Sailing.

The Notre Dame Sailing Team is not the only sailing team at Notre Dame. The commodore has many of the same problems. He has to make sure things run smoothly within the club.

Students can’t understand why the sailors are willing to give up going to home football games in order to sail. They don’t realize they would rather be one of 4 to 10 Notre Dame sailors at a regatta rather than one of 60,000 Notre Dame fans packed in the stadium for Saturday afternoon, supposedly upholding Notre Dame’s athletic tradition to the highest degree.

Students don’t understand why they give free lessons to their members who don’t know how sail. You don’t have to be big and strong to sail. The captain of the Notre Dame Sailing Team probably looks the least like a person involved in a sport on this campus. At 5’4” and 140 lbs., that isn’t the conception most people have of Notre Dame athletes.

This weekend Notre Dame is hosting its home regatta on Lake Michigan. The sailing team is inviting everyone at Notre Dame to come and see what Notre Dame means to a bunch of sailors.

V.P. Agnew refuses to resign office

(continued from page 2)

committee later discovered and is now “trying to make up for their losses at his expense,” Benson wrote. The Times said Agnew was “not surprised” that House Speaker Carl Albert rejected his appeal for a hearing by a Senate committee on the charges against him “but he does not regard this as final.”

By Friday, Septem ber 28

OLD FIELDHOUSE

y’all come now, here.
SMC President urges passage of amendment

by Melissa Byrne
Staff Reporter

"I urge the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment," President Edward L. Henry said Thursday evening, at Carroll Hall. "Because, we should not allow our fears to keep us from securing this freedom," said Dr. Edward L. Henry, President of St. Mary's College in SMC's Earlier the Senate, near the Dr. Edward L. Henry, President of therapy for men and women," said the amendment to the Equal Rights Amendment," The other panelists included Sandra Hopjacski, Janet Allen, and Sally Beard.

Henry views a change in social attitudes as the most important in the fight for Equal Rights. He emphasized the vital role schools can play in changing these attitudes.

"We have to change cultural attitudes," Henry explained. "We can provide opportunities for women to know themselves. We can help them to recognize the importance of their education. And we have to be concerned with the rising educational levels of women and their self-assurance in being scholars." Henry predicted that his amendment would "strengthen the role of women in higher education. "Discrimination against women is the only socially acceptable form of discrimination left in America," concluded Henry.

"There has been a wide gulf between theory and practice in American democracy. The movement toward equality in this country has been a tortured and long one for women." Sandra Hopjacski, a panelist representing the League of Women Voters, also advocates the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment. She cited Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, and Shirley Chisholm, President of the National Women's Political Caucus, as examples of women who have already achieved Chisholm and Chisholm had both been recent speakers on the campuses of Saint Mary's and Notre Dame.

Sandra Hopjacski, another panelist and Navy Secretary John W. Warner spokesman, had received sufficient evidence to warrant action against two high-ranking former prison guards, despite evidence he said was strong enough to warrant legal proceedings.

Informed Warner publicly to the Senate had ever voted to force his amendment an amendment to solve the problem of equal rights for women is not another law. Allen believes personal convictions are more beneficial in achieving equal rights than an enforced law. "A woman's place is wherever she wants to be," Allen declared.

She urges young women interested in political careers to start early. "Now is the time to let the men know you want to work with them, not against them," Allen declared. Sally Beard, another panelist, representing the Daughters of the American Revolution, opposed the Equal Rights Amendment. "We often look to the Federal Government to solve problems we can solve ourselves," Beard suggested.

She cited possible implications of the Equal Rights Amendment. "If this amendment is passed, our daughters will be drafted as our 'also, there will be no required segregation of prisoners.'

The audience was invited to participate in a question and answer period following the discussion. Mary Rejoint, St. Mary's student, commented, "It is up to us as women to inform politicians as to what we want and when we want it." Joannel Miller, another SMC student, added, "Having attended all-women schools for the past 7 years, I find myself with the disadvantage of a false sense of security. At school your rights are as good as anyone else's rights. This is proven false in the outside world," Miller suggested.

Thursday's discussion was the second in a series of 8 dialogues entitled "Equal Rights in America." The debates are designed to aid local women's organizations in discussing women's roles.

Navy secretary dismisses charges

by Edward K. DeLong

Navy Secretary John W. Warner Thursday dismissed charges of mutiny, aiding the enemy and other crimes against four former enlisted men. The Navy secretary, however, also charged the two men claiming they had been unconstitutionally processed and ordered them retired "in the best interests of national service." Warner made his decision reluctantly to "aid the Code of Conduct of the military service.

Military sources said Warner made his decision reluctantly to avoid "a long, ugly court fight" he feared would "burr" all the other POWs. Some military men said privately they objected to the action because it robbed the Code of Conduct of legal authority.

Warner, in a Pentagon spokesman, he had received sufficient evidence to warrant action against four enlisted men, but overruled the military equivalent of a grand jury against two high-ranking former prison guards, despite evidence he said was strong enough to warrant legal proceedings.

Informed Warner publicly to the Senate had ever voted to force his amendment an amendment to solve the problem of equal rights for women is not another law. Allen believes personal convictions are more beneficial in achieving equal rights than an enforced law. "A woman's place is wherever she wants to be," Allen declared.

She urges young women interested in political careers to start early. "Now is the time to let the men know you want to work with them, not against them," Allen declared. Sally Beard, another panelist, representing the Daughters of the American Revolution, opposed the Equal Rights Amendment. "We often look to the Federal Government to solve problems we can solve ourselves," Beard suggested.

She cited possible implications of the Equal Rights Amendment. "If this amendment is passed, our daughters will be drafted as our 'also, there will be no required segregation of prisoners.'

The audience was invited to participate in a question and answer period following the discussion. Mary Rejoint, St. Mary's student, commented, "It is up to us as women to inform politicians as to what we want and when we want it." Joannel Miller, another SMC student, added, "Having attended all-women schools for the past 7 years, I find myself with the disadvantage of a false sense of security. At school your rights are as good as anyone else's rights. This is proven false in the outside world," Miller suggested.

Thursday's discussion was the second in a series of 8 dialogues entitled "Equal Rights in America." The debates are designed to aid local women's organizations in discussing women's roles.

Senate votes to return troops

By WARREN L. NELSON

Washington UPI--In an at times raucous nighttime session, the Senate Thursday voted to order the withdrawal of 119,000 U.S. troops home from abroad within 3 years.

The vote was 40 to 36. Just this morning, the Senate had voted against a proposal to order 200,000 troops brought home in 12 months instead of 3 years. Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., sponsor of Thursday's successful amendment, said it was aimed at troops "who are left in America," and not at troops stationed abroad.

Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., sponsor of Thursday's successful amendment, said it was aimed at troops "who are left in America," and not at troops stationed abroad.

The United States Senate Thursday voted to order the withdrawal of 119,000 U.S. troops home from abroad within 3 years. The Senate voted 40-36 to pass the Humphrey amendment, which was sponsored by Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.

Humphrey's amendment was designed to aid local women's organizations in discussing women's roles.

The Senate, after a debate that lasted almost 24 hours, voted to order the withdrawal of 119,000 U.S. troops home from abroad within 3 years. The Senate voted 40-36 to pass the Humphrey amendment, which was sponsored by Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.

Humphrey's amendment was designed to aid local women's organizations in discussing women's roles.

No agreement has been reached on the Senate's major pending issue—how many American troops to withdraw from Vietnam and when. The Senate has already voted to withdraw 34,000 troops from Vietnam and to keep the remaining 119,000 troops in the country until the end of 1973.

Humphrey's amendment was designed to aid local women's organizations in discussing women's roles.
Meeting in strictest secrecy a few weeks ago, a grand jury began its investigation in a federal courthouse in downtown Baltimore was William J. Muth, public relations vice president of an engineering consultant firm and former vice president of the Baltimore City Council.

A child psychology workshop series entitled "Democratic Approaches to Discipline" will begin Saturday, October 1, at Saint Mary's. The series is under the direction of Thomas Petersen, instructor, education department, Saint Mary's College and is co-sponsored by the Indiana Committee for Humanities.

Dr. Don Dinkmeyer, co-author of "Raising a Responsible Child" and a noted psychologist and counselor at De Paul University in Chicago, will conduct the first session at 10:00 a.m. in LeMans Hall.

"Democratic Approaches to Discipline in the Family," will be the subject of the workshop. The workshop will examine alternatives to spanking, shouting, lecturing, punishment, and permissiveness. In addition, Dr. Dinkmeyer will discuss the principles of teaching children to be responsible for their own actions, treating children as equals, winning cooperation, and using the family council to resolve conflicts in the family.

There are effective ways, Dr. Dinkmeyer believes for parents to instill responsibility in children. He emphasizes that neither authoritarian nor permissive approaches to child raising yield success in developing personal responsibility.

The author of seven of several books and numerous articles in his field, Dr. Dinkmeyer has also prepared a program of similar guidance materials for the American Guidance Service titled "Developing Understanding of Self and Others."

The morning session will be held from 10:00 until noon, with breaks for lunch, followed by the afternoon session from 1:30 until 3:30. Lunch will be available at $1.35 in the College's dining hall.

The workshop is free and open to all interested persons. However, pre-registration is requested. For pre-registration, call 289-8864.

"It will be a multi-purpose facility involving all types of research activity. There is very little room for that where we are now." Plans for the current Psychology building, which has housed the department since it was formed in 1965, are not yet available. Renovation designs are the work of Ellerbe Architects, which has been involved with nearly all new buildings on campus, including the Library, Grace and Flanner halls, and recent Law School expansion. Final plans are expected by early November.

Psychology classes will share basement space with students from Indiana Medical School, Borkowski explained. As IMS facilities are provided elsewhere, expansion space will be available for new Psychology programs.

Active in the proceedings as evidence against Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, whose legal definition as "acting for the government" block the inquiry on constitutional grounds.

One of the first to appear before the grand jury grand jury in the federal courthouse in downtown Baltimore was William J. Muth, public relations vice president of an engineering consultant firm and former vice president of the Baltimore City Council. After the grand jury was meeting was closed to reporters.

"He did say a word" and left the meeting early, one participant said later. He said the vice president seemed calm and "prepossessed as always. It's Agnew's legal troubles reportedly were never mentioned.

Later, Agnew was at the Capitol, standing by in the event he was needed to break a tie vote in the Senate on accelerated development of the Trident submarine.

At the direction of Attorney General Elliott L. Richardson, U.S. Attorney George Beall and his team of federal prosecutors began presenting the grand jury with evidence gathered in their investigation of Agnew for possible tax fraud extortion, bribery and conspiracy violations.

Judah Best, one of the vice president's lawyers, said it might be Monday before he could file suit in U.S. District court seeking to block the grand jury's work on the constitutional question that a vice president cannot be indicted unless he is first impeached by Congress and removed from office.

The suit, which could take several months to reach the Supreme Court for final settlement, stemmed on new urgency for Agnew Wednesday. Speaker Carl Albert rejected the vice president's request for a House investigation of allegations against him. Democratic leaders reported agreement that the House should stay out of the matter until the courts decide whether Agnew could be indicted.

Best said the timing of the suit was not particularly relevant and that he was in "no hurry" to go to court. But he said nothing to suggest that Agnew might resume negotiations with the Justice Department or Beall's Office and the looking toward a compromise solution of the constitutional question.

Richardson said Tuesday that two weeks of such negotiations with the Washington Post were characterized as "pina bagaining" involving a possible Agnew resignation ended without success.

Fourteen republican members of the House Judiciary Committee, led by Rep. Edward Hutchinson, Mich., its ranking GOP member, introduced a bill calling for creation of a special nine member Judiciary subcommittee to investigate allegations against Agnew. The panel would report within three months on any grand jury's findings that a vice president can be indicted.

At the courthouse, uniformed guards with walkie-talkies sealed off a garage area where grand jury witnesses began arriving at 8:30 a.m. EDT. Uptake, the entire north wing of the fifth floor of the old Post Office building where the grand jury was meeting was closed to reporters.

A three-man CBS camera crew was taken into custody briefly by U.S. marshals when they were found on top of an adjacent seven-story building taking pictures of the courthouse.

"Hearings on Agnew begin..."
Gov. Evans elected Chairman of SGC

by Jack Wilkinson

POINT CLEAR, Ala. (UPI) Gov. Melvin B. Evans of the Virgin Islands became the first black to serve as chairman of the Southern Governors Conference Wednesday when he was named to succeed Alabama Gov. George Wallace.

Evans' unanimous elevation from vice chairman came in the closing minutes of the 39th annual conference in which the Southern governors demanded that Nixon administration include the states in any national plan to ease the energy shortage.

Gov. Reubin Askew of Florida, who was named as the only possible Democratic presidential candidate in 1976, was elected vice chairman and automatically will move up to the chairmanship next year. He was unopposed after Texas Gov. Dolph Briscoe pulled out.

Former mayor executed

(from page 9)

"Anyone who attacks our soldiers dies," a junta spokesman said.

Military officials in Valdivia in southern Chile Thursday announced the arrest of Luis Espinoza Villalobos, a Socialist

Collaboration charges dropped against POWs

(from page 9)

court martial and, if Miller and Wilber were convicted, to a military prison.

The jury's verdict did not ease the imprisonment.

The observer's statement said: "Further lengthy investigative and trial proceedings would not serve the interest of a massive reinterrangement of many former POWs concerning their lives in captivity. The justice system would be compelled to once again relive this period at a time when they and their families are attempting to resume and reconstruct their normal lives."

Robert B. Ingram, an associate of William Belknap Binnell, appeared in a telephone interview that defense lawyers were pleased the charges were dropped but said history Warner had not completely cleared the two officers. He left open the possibility of a suit complete clearing of the records.
only once during the past 10 years has Alex Agase formed a professional break from Ara Parseghian, his coaching mentor. That one instance came in 1984, when Parseghian was coaching the Boilermakers at Northwestern and moved 160 miles down the toll road south to Evanston, where Purdue's No. 1 team left a vacancy in the coaching ranks at Evanston, and Agase was named to fill the vacant position.

But even then, the two have had an on-the-field relationship that has been heavily weighted in Notre Dame's favor. Since the '64 shuffle, Purdue has won seven games in the series, but in a nationally televised contest from West Lafayette in the 1973 season. But after the first two weeks of the '73 season, this Agase-
Parseghian reunion has been given the overtones of years past, as Notre Dame faces a 1-1 record in the game. The loss came last week: a 24-19 upset at the hands of Ohio State, and the victory came before a 1-1/4 decision over Wisconsin at Madison.

The Irish, on the other hand, are 4-1 after an impressive 44-0 home opener against Northwestern. Parseghian's squad is also the healthiest of the two. The Irish areSam's funeral run with Northwestern with no serious injuries, and will start the 22 players in Saturday's confrontation with Purdue. The Boilers, though, have had some attacks. Red- 

Wide receiver (and Olympic sprinter) Larry Burton sprained his right ankle last week's loss to Miami, and is expected to be side-lined at least until Purdue's meeting with Illinois on October 13. Senior safety Carl Simon, a straight- strong, and offensive guard Ralph DiPietro are both questionable for Monday's game, and may or may not be available for duty tomorrow.

Notre Dame will face the Top Five Northwestern teams terrorized by Notre Dame last week's victory. This, is taking a dim view of Notre Dame's statistical and medical ad-

"Each player is different and each case is different," observed Mike Fanning, who has been in charge of the Boilermaker defense. "You can't play our system and be out of business. He is an independent person and many people look up to him even in his reserved, polite, and almost everywhere to everyone. He is very well liked by the coaches and potential players on the team, and is a very easy person to get along with. He has a very unique talent of being able to lead a team in a quiet way. Apart from his great running and passing, his mere presence makes the team go. It seems that whenever the team needs a big play they go to him. "I'm sure this point was brought out very clearly against Northwestern, my team mates and I play well together. We just have to improve on our mistakes and work on our offense. They are good football players in their own way."